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the crossing of the Atlantic, the "Plus Ultra's" "raid", departing
from the little port of Palos , from which Columbus sailed in
1492 for the New World , the Madrid -Manila air raid , carried
out by "El Cano ", must be understood as the first imperialist
attempts to form the Spanish South -American -Block. The public
speech pronounced by King Alfonso XIII . at Palos , to com-
memorate the triumphant end of the Palos -Buenos Aires raid,

was of such an imperialist tone that the Censorship did not
allow the press to publish the words of the King of Spain . And
the hostility , each day more clearly manifested , of the South and
Central American Republics against the United States supremacy ,
is being exploited by Primo de Rivera to favour his policy. All
the tactics of the Spanish Monarchy are determined by this
Imperialist tendency ; consequently its intolerant attitude at
Geneva , on the question of the permanent place in the League
of Nations : Spain is trying to break definitively with the League
of Nations , because its aim is to initiate a Spanish -South -Ame-
rican block .
Abd-el -Krim's surrender and the French and Spanish troops '

advance across the Riff , have determined the revival of the im-
perialist aims which were those of the Spanish Monarchy from
the very first days of the current century . Actually Primo de
Rivera considers the military dictatorship strong and sure
enough , to carry out this policy with success : Primo de Rivera
thinks himself the real successor of the glorious conquerors in
the military history of Spain .
Spain is actually enduring one of the most acute nationalist

phases ever known. After the colonial war of 1898 , the indepen-
dence of Cuba and Philippines and our defeat in the war with
the United States , the Spanish Monarchy was not strong enough
to carry out any imperialist aims ; Morocco was considered the
only possible direction for nationalist expansion . In the past
years , the European war awakened the imperialist zeal : the
Spanish nationalists were looking towards Germany for the
realisation of their ideals . The German defeat stopped these
impulses which now again find an opportunity to develop : the
Military Dictatorship and the Morocco problem . Primo de Ri-
vera's declarations to the editor of "A. B. C. " reflect the acuteness
and gravity of the moment . The possession of Tangiers makes it
possible to qualify England's control of the Straits of Gibraltar :
it also leads to weaken French influence in Morocco . This is
the real meaning of the alliance between Primo de Rivera and
Mussolini and the significance of the Treaty of Madrid . The
problems of Morocco and the Mediterranean are entering upon
an interesting phase.

the price which England is prepared to pay to gain the support
of Italy in other questions . That the solution of the problem
is to be found here is proved by the coincidence of the English
note of December 14th , 1925 , in which Italy is promised English
support of her claims in Abyssinia , and the decision of the
League of Nations on December 17th , 1925 , in favour of England
in the Mosul question . Naturally, the English Press makes no
mention of the relation between Mosul and Abyssinia. On the
other hand , the problem is discussed with all the more vehemence
in the French Press .
France's interests in Abyssinia are chiefly centred about the

railway which connects the French port of Dshibuti with the
Abyssinian Capital , Adis Ababa . This line is of decisive im-
portance to Abyssinia's export trade and affords France an
especially advantageous position in Abyssinia , both economically
and politically. A division of Abyssinia, which would
reduce France's sphere of influence , and the construction of a
new railway, such as Italy contemplates , would destroy the mo-
nopoly held by the French Dshibuti-Adis Ababa railway . At
the same time , France interests in Abyssinia are not of decisive
importance , inasmuch as the whole of Abyssinia's foreign trade
(export and import ) amounts to no more than £2,500,000 per
year . In other words, France is desirous , no less than England ,
of using Abyssinia as a means to an end .
Even though the reasons which govern French conduct in

the Abyssinian question , may not be clear , and even though the
price which France requires for its support of the Italian claims
may also be unknown to us, one thing is certain : Negotiations
on this point are being held between Italy and France . The
Italian Press protests more and more clamorously against the
French attempts at extortion and against French efforts to make
the Abyssinian question dependent upon the Italian claims in
Tunis and Tangiers . This connection is confirmed by the com-
muniqué of the French Ministry for Foreign Affairs of July 4th ,
in which the simultaneous discussion of the Abyssinian question
and "a number of Mediterranean problems " is stressed , as also
by the conference between Briand and the Italian ambassador in
Paris , Baron Avezzano .
In bringing up the Abyssinian problem , France is not

pursuing its aims in Abyssinia , but in Morocco and Tunis .
France would probably be willing to pay a high price , even its
consent to the Italian plans in Abyssinia , if Italy would refrain
from objection to French expansion in North Africa . This in no
way affects the application of the Regent of Abyssinia to the
League of Nations, which application the Italian and English
newspapers allege to have been instigated by France ; for , as
may be clearly seen from a notice which appeared in the
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Italy's endeavours to create a colonial empire a
t any price

have led to Abyssinia's becoming within recent times the source

o
f

almost chronic conflicts between England , France and Italy ,

i . e . , between the countries participating in the treaty of 1906 .

The significance , the eventual results o
f

these conflicts will be

in n
o way miligated by the fact that Abyssinia , as far as England

and France are concerned , is not only an object o
f

their policy but
also a trump o

f high value in their play for gains which have
nothing in common with Abyssinia .
England has a very close interest in the Lake o

f

Tana and

in the Blue Nile , because these are very important for thewatering o
f

the cotton -plantations owned by the English in the
Sudan and Egypt . It is naturally difficult to estimate whether
England is really so very interested to procure immediately from
the Abyssinian Government the permission to build sluices o

n

th
e

Nile and a highway from the frontier o
f

the Sudan a
s far

a
s

the Lake o
f

Tana . It is still remarkable that in December of

1925 the English quite unexpectedly supported those claims o
f

Italy which in 1919 they regarded a
s

incompatible with theirown interests and that they believe it necessary to come to agree-
ments with Italy without the knowledge o

f

France , despite thecircumstance that it would be much more favourable to them

to work with France , because the clash o
f

interests betweenGreat Britain and France in connection with the basin o
f

theNile no longer exists .

The only possible explanation is that the agreements betweenItaly and England are o
n
a broader basis and that Abyssinia is

bring the subject to the forum of the League o
f

Nations and

to discuss it before the general public . The "Temps " writes ;

"Nobody can gain by making the question complicated ...

it is possible that negotiations might lead to the clearingup o
f

misunderstandings in regard to the sense and the
purpose o

f

the Anglo - Italian agreement . "

In the "Temps " of August 3rd , it is stated that Chamberlain's
explanations in the House of Commons regarding the agreement
between England and Italy may be accepted as satisfactory ,

although these explanations did not alter the situation . The"Temps " must , therefore , be guided by some other motive . Thisis the desire to prevent the affair being settled by the Leagueo
f

Nations . France prefers negotiations behind the scenes to thenegotiations in Geneva .

On the other hand , it is not impossible that Chamberlain'sstatement that England does not contemplate bring pressure tobear upon Abyssinia , was a frank one . England perhaps prefers ,

now that it has gained a favourable solution o
f

the Mosulquestion , to leave itself a free hand in regard to Abyssinia andnot to bind itself to Italy . It is within the bounds o
f

possibility
that England , in contrast to Italy , will try to find through
negotiations a

t

Geneva an expedient from the somewhat uncon-
fortable situation into which it has got through the intricategame it has played .

The case for Italy is a very different one . Italy's colonialpolicy is in a large measure decided by the question o
f

prestige
and not exclusively by the economic needs o

f

Italian Imperialism .An important part in Italy's Abyssinian plans is played by the
Italian desire to incorporate West Abyssinia in the Italian sphereo

f
influence , in order to form a connection between Eritrea and
Italian Somaliland and thus create out o

f Italy's colonial frag-
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ments a real colony . This does not mean that Italy will be pre-
pared to pay the price which France demands , and abandon
Italian efforts at expansion in North Africa , but it means that
Italy is as little inclined as France to submit the affair to the
forum of the League of Nations and that it finds it preferable to
carry on direct negotiations for a settlement .
Abyssinia cannot, therefore, count upon the support of any

of the big powers in the League of Nations . The Abyssinian
problem has also not yet been placed upon the agenda of the
September Session of the League of Nations . But Abyssinia has
made it clear that in case of failure it will appeal to the Inter-
national Court of Arbitration at the Hague . But there again it
will probable not find sanction for its claims . The League of
Nations is neither able nor willing to help Abyssinia ; it will
only display once more its function as a tool of Imperialism .

The Role of the Poincaré Government .
By Paul Marion (Paris ) .

The latest measures of the Poincaré Cabinet (the foundation
of a treasury for the administration of the floating debt, the
formation of a fund to support the franc by the necessary ma-
noeuvring ) disclose the strategical plan and the tactics of the
French by capitalists .
The Poincaré Cabinet is about to make a thorough attempt

to rescue the French bourgeoisie from its present disastrous
situation at the cost of the middle class, the peasants and the
proletariat .
Poincaré is adopting not only the measures recommended

in the Experts ' Report as a way out of the crisis , but he has
also taken into consideration those points from the project of
Léon Blum , the leader of the French Socialist parliamentary
fraction , which could be of use to the capitalists ("internal "
efforts, deflation by raising the rate of interest ). The help of
certain private banks has enabled the Poincaré Government to

make certain stock exchange manoeuvres to support the franc ,

and this has placed the first actions of this cabinet in a good
light .

a
The Poincaré Cabinet represents the joint action of all ca-

pitalist groupings in France , but its plans show pre-

dominance on the part of exporting heavy industry .
A few months ago the "Journée industrielle " , the organ of

big industry , pointed out that one day the policy of inflation ,

which , as the German example shows , is dangerous , would have
to end , and discussed the fiscal and social measures which would

be necessary to stabilise French finances without threatening

the interests of big exporters .

It
s programme may be summed up a
s follows : When , after

the inflation period , French industry can no longer profit from
the export premium offered by a permanently depreciating cur-
rency , then it will be unavoidable to reduce the cost o

f produc-

tion o
f

French products by abolishing the taxes which "burden "

heavy industry . War profits must be spared from the inroads

o
f

the state . The consumer masses must be compelled to econo-
mise by a rigid application o

f

indirect taxes . Further measures
would be : The abolition o

f

the eight hour day ; the sale of state
monopolies ; the abolition o

f

social labour laws , which un-
necessarily burdened the budget , and finally a strong govern-

ment must be in power in order to overcome the social difficulties
which would be unavoidable in the transition period .

That is the programme which the Cabinet o
f

Poincaré is

about to put into operation .

Poincaré can only be successful if he is able to overcome

a whole series of financial , economic and class difficulties , in
particular the difficulty o

f

co -operation between the various ca-
pitalist groups which are supporting him and whose contra-
dictory interests may clash again tomorrow . He must , above all ,

b
e

able to outlive the anger o
f

the middle classes and the prole-
tariat who will be the victims of the unavoidable economic crisis .

Above all it is necessary to remember under what circum-
stances the National , that is to say the capitalist ,Block took the
place of the Left Block .

It must be remembered that after the demission of Péret and
of the ninth Cabinet of Briand on June 15th this year , for the
first time the formation o

f
a Ministry from the National Block

was brutally demanded .

All bourgeois statesmen including the leaders o
f

the Left
Block were o

f

one opinion upon the necessity o
f abolishing

everything in the national finances which had a democratic ap-
pearance .

The abolition of the control forms for income from securities ,

the abrogation o
f

the law prohibiting the export of capital , the
reduction o

f

taxes upon personal a
s distinct from real property

and upon income , all this was already decided upon by the pen-
ultimate Briand Cabinet . But the varied opinions o

f

the finance
and capitalist groups showed themselves with regard to the
following question : How and at what time should the franc b

e

stabilised ?

The representatives o
f export industry and their direct re-

presentatives in parliament (Poncet , de Wendel , and Louis Marin )

were interested in continuing a mild inflation a
s long a
s possible

in order to permit them to compete easily with foreign industries .

The bear and bull speculators o
f

the franc were similarly
enemies of stabilisation .

But the deposit banks which exist from a systematic exploi-

tation o
f

the small depositers , and certain business banks which

would receive advantages from measures o
f

deflation , demanded
stabilisation . The Experts ' Report which attempted to recon-
ciliate all these interests and which was accepted by the repre-

sentatives of the Comité des Forges out of fear for the coming
crisis and consideration for the whole interests of the capitalist

class , proposed the following four chief measures :

1
. The balancing o
f

the state budget by indirect taxation ; the
recovery o

f capital placed abroad by reducing direct taxation
and abolishing all real fiscal control .

2
. The relieving o
f

the state treasury from the floating debt
by the creation o

f
a treasury for the administration o
f

the Na-

tional Defence and treasury bonds .

3
. The obtaining o
f foreign loans in order to control the

exchange market and to ensure the stabilisation ; this assumes

the ratification o
f

the Washington Convention and the signature

of the agreements with Great Britain .

4
.

The decreeing o
f legal stabilisation by converting the

notes o
f

the Banc o
f

France to a definite value in gold , this
value to be determined by experience during the course o

f

the

preparatory period .

Although French heavy industry has declared itself i
n

agreement with the principle o
f

stabilisation in the face o
f

finan-

cial necessity , and in order to avoid a crisis the consequences

o
f which would be incalculable , it nevertheless insisted that this

far reaching operation should be carried out under i
ts leader-

ship and under its direct control .

This was the reason for the mistrust against Caillaux who
did not seem to be sufficiently safe and who looked like a much

too hasty stabiliser , therefore the campaign in favour o
f Poin-

caré , the confident o
f the French industrialists , the war Lord o
f

1914 and o
f

the occupation o
f

the Ruhr .

A stabilisation a
t the cost of the middle classes and the

working class could not be carried out , s
o

declared the Experts '

Report cynically , without adopting certain political protective

measures . Therefore the interest o
f

the capitalists was a
s follows :

1
. To make the cabinet a cabinet to defend the franc , even

a cabinet to represent a holy unity in order t
o milden the protest

o
f

the democratic petty bourgeoisie therefore the parti-

cipation of Herriot and Painlevé in the Cabinet of Poincaré .

2
. To preserve the appearance o
f

democratic legality whilst

a
t the same time treading upon parliamentary privileges .

In this way the six members of the Left Block in the cabinet

and also the hundred socialist members o
f parliament whose

opposition is as legal a
s it is useless , give the French big

capitalists the possibility o
f lulling the fears of a section o
f

the
middle classes and o

f

the working class and avoiding the imme-
diate and wild revolt o

f those who reject stabilisation a
t the cost

of the poor .

It is the task of the Communist Party to smash through this
circle o

f

violence and cunning by a
n energetic political campaign

during the course o
f

which the French big bourgeoisie and it
s

direct agent Poincaré together with his assistants , the leaders

o
f

the Leit Block , and the silent opposition , the Socialist leaders ,

must be unrasked and defested .

The Communist Party must organise the struggle against
stabilisation by the Poincaré methods a

ll

the more quickly be-
cause the progressive application o

f

the bourgeoisie plans for
Stabilisation will bring with it a financial , economic and social
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